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in southern india, where the annual rainfall is
regular, nava durga puja is celebrated in
kerala, karnataka, andhra pradesh, tamil
nadu and telangana. the main deity is the

goddess kali, in the form of a woman. on the
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tenth day of the month of shravan, she and
her vehicle are re-incarnated.. this is a
complete astadasa shakti 108 names of

durga as per tradition, but it is not essential
that you make 108 sankalpas, merely recite

108 times with unbounded devotion to
empower with divine powers and destroy all

hurdles in your life. durga puja is a very
famous puja ceremony of india celebrated
with great zeal and with utmost dedication

of the people. the nine-day celebration
symbolizes the victory of the virtuous and

good over the evil and wicked. the family is
adorned in yellow and purple, and all the

male members of the family are adorn with
yellow flags, which is auspicious for the
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family. there is an adoration of maa durga
on the tenth day of the celebration. the

ceremonial procession winds its way through
the streets of the city with the idol being

untouched by the crowds. on the first day,
the idols of maa durga are brought to the

house through an arati, where offerings are
made in her name. it is also a day to fast and
then break the fast on the tenth day. when

the idol of durga is brought out of the house,
the family members face the sun and touch
it with their feet as a gesture of the respect.
the nine days of celebration has a theme. it

is a festival of two days during which
offerings are made in durga's name,

followed by a celebration of four days to
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mark the goddess's victory over
mahishasura. the full nine-day celebration is

known as durga puja.
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after understanding the meaning of the
stotram, we can choose to do the daily durga
namavali pradakshina 108 namavali mantra.

just before you finish the 108 namavali
mantra, you can take the darshan of maa
durga. inorder to get her blessings during

such times, you can imagine that the divinity
is with you and she is listening to you, in that

case you can do this namavali to get the
most benefits.the best way to get the
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blessings of maa durga is, as she is the
greatest mother, we should worship her or
pray to her at all times, what better way

then using the 108 namavali mantra. it is the
best way to bring the blessings of maa

durga. lord vishnu is one of the nine
attributes of goddess durga. therefore, there
are many benefits of shiva shankaracharyas.
during different festivals of a year, the shiva
shankaracharyas perform different rituals,

which have been designed by our elders and
saints who have realized the shakti (power of

the divine) in the form of the goddess. the
sheesh mahal in tirupati is one such sacred

place. the durga shankara yajam is a mantra
that reflects the central tenet of lord shiva’s
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philosophy: the core mission of every human
being is to realize that and invite the

supreme mother to reside in them and be a
complete part of them. as we have given

download link of the application on
apkfab.com, you can download it directly by
clicking on the link in the application. if you

want to install the application on your
mobile, you can also save it to your mobile

and install it. if the download link is not
displayed or the download link is not

working, you can report it to us on twitter,
google+, facebook or email. you can even

submit it to us directly from your android by
clicking on the "report a problem" button .
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